Regarding The Torah

-High Priestess Maxine Dietrich

Rosh Hashanah is on the 13th of this month, followed by Yom Kippur on the 22nd. Yom Kippur is the highest “Holy Day” in Judaism and is the Jewish New Year. It is also where they do their blood sacrifices to their jewhova shit.

I am writing a full year’s worth of reverse torah rituals as many of you already know. In compiling these, what they contain gets to be more and more sickening and ugly. EVERY rotten thing on this earth from the rape and the trashing of the environment to Gentile poverty has its blueprint in the torah. “Author of pain.” ALL of it.

The Jews have a modus operandi and the foundation for this is in the torah, which is the OLD TESTAMENT of the “Holy Bible.” Tragically, our Gentile people keep singing and praising this tool for the damnation and destruction of our people and THEY PAY for this!

The plagues upon Egypt set the foundation for the rape of the environment “The water was made to be undrinkable.” That was just one. This is systematically done to push the Gentiles against the wall, again while the Jew profits as usual. How about bottled water anyone? Because the water that is not treated is highly toxic and undrinkable. What Jewish communism has done to the environment in every single country it has infested is horrific. In the forests in the Ukraine, Georgia and other countries, mushrooms glow in the dark from toxic radiation. Garbage and toxic waste is piled up everywhere and cancer in many areas of these former territories of the USSR is rampant.

Of course, again the number 6 [a number of slave labor in that bible] “the Soviet Union consisted of 15 Soviet Socialist Republics” 1 + 5 = 6.

I also want to add here that the “Devil” card in the Tarot with the number 15 is NOT Satan, but jewhova.

In addition to all of this, as most of us already know, us Gentiles pay the price. This is also on their torah:

(LEV 16:21) Aharon shall lay both his hands on the head of the live goat, and confess over him all the iniquities of the children of Yisra’el, and all their transgressions, even all their sins; and he shall put them on the head of the goat, and shall send him away into the wilderness by the hand of a man who is in readiness.

Now, the goat has always been not only a sacred symbol in the old Pagan religions, but represents Satan. The “Goat of a Thousand Young” represents the crown chakra, the thousand petaled lotus. Note* in the torah verse above, the sins of Israel are placed upon the head of the goat. This way, us Gentiles take the blame and pay the price for every ugly thing the Jews do and the Jews always come up as clean and blameless as that worthless Nazarene. The Nazarene, the professional victim. This particular curse connects to the crown
chakra and damns us all while the Christians sing, praise, and pray. That foul Nazarene also has the crown of thorns, which is a further denigration and blasphemy against true spirituality. The hand and feet chakras are nailed up and the total thing is a worthless rag hanging on a cross. Christian idiots worship this and pour their energies into it. Wonder why the world is so full of problems?

Christian = STUPID IDIOT. The deal is, most are under a powerful spell put in place by the Jews centuries ago. Everything of course is blamed on Satan. The biggest problem is most of these idiots are too stupid and too lazy to investigate anything [and of course, they are always told to just have faith and “believe”], which compounds the problem. That torah is LOADED with endless living blood sacrifices to jewhova. I mean fucking LOADED. Then that worthless Nazarene, which is nothing more than another living blood sacrifice that ends in a climax for the Christian mass/service.

These stupid dolts just don’t wake up. Jewish communism worked on establishing total atheism. Christianity for one carries a lot of stolen baggage from the ancient Pagan religions. When all of this is wiped out, and the Jewish communist system erases history and completely replaces it with lies, then they will have their way. Some people have trouble comprehending this. As I stated many times, Christianity has nothing of its own. ABSOLUTELY NOTHING.

http://see_the_truth.webs.com/Murderers ... Liars.htm

http://see_the_truth.webs.com/STOLEN_YEAR.htm

In order for the Jews to have full control, they must obliterate history. With all of the stolen material in the Christian religion, it still hangs on. This is why Jewish communism strives to suppress all religion. Then, when communism collapsed [the Jews in power didn’t expect this], they resort to that bible again, which is a stepping off point and preparation for communism. They know once worldwide communism is established and they have their full power, and a Gentile slave state, the bible will no longer be needed, as they will have achieved their goal.

I also want to add here how Jews persecute their own. This is also in their torah. Jewish communism did this. They will also sacrifice their own when they feel the need to do so. Their so-called “god” is a bloodthirsty monster.

Countries trying to recover from being raped and ravaged by Jewish communism are beset by Christian idiots and the Jews who control them into putting that bible back into circulation, rebuilding churches, and mosques and are back like fleas on a dog. The people in those countries have been seriously traumatized and they are vulnerable. This is so sad. In Albania for one, the famines, the gulags and the mass-murder and torture, and extremely substandard living conditions and profound poverty took its toll on the people. As soon as the Jewish communist dictatorship fell, Christians began infesting the country, using the excuse of foreign aid and of course, one of the first things they do is translate that rotten bible into Albanian. For more information, the book “Albania, Who Cares?” by Bill Hamilton has the grisly details.
The tragic thing is it is either Christianity and Islam or the atheistic Jewish communism. They are both one and the same program and until BOTH are thoroughly destroyed, the unimaginable suffering of humanity goes on.

The reverse torah rituals will be posted soon. We will be doing a full year. Every year on Yom Kippur, the beginning of the torah is re-read and the rest of the torah, week by week [enforcing the spell] until the next Yom Kippur. By vibrating specific verses backwards in their original Hebrew, we reverse the spell.

I also want to add here how much of that torah elaborates and enforces how the Jews reap all of the wealth of the Gentiles for themselves. This is why we have poverty. Everyone must participate in the reverse torah rituals. We will be taking all of the wealth and the power right back.

Both Satan and Lilith stated that those who can’t be bothered doing the rituals will be on their own when the shit comes down.

For more information about the Pagan Sacred Goat: http://www.angelfire.com/empire/serpentis666/Goat.html
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